
Define artistic practice and choreography as art
What is the point of it

Assessing art, theories on 

-taste
-historically
-values (use and exchange)
-skill 
Pierre bourdieu cultural capital 

Assessing art, contemporary practices. Awards, grants, schemes

-requirements for awards
-assessing for grants
-what gets you funding
-prizes, e.g. Turner prize, who judges, against what 

Assessing art, education. In school curriculum

-what do we 'learn' is good and bad 
-what are we taught to do to get an 'a'
-what is value placed on in the art classroom

Assessing art, in the institution, how does this involve all of above  

-art courses influenced by all of this ?
-impact of having art courses in university, has to follow certain rules and have certain components
-assessed on writing about rather than actual product/piece?
-ideal is balance between the two
-being able to articulate ideas is beneficial to the artist
-can be detrimental to those with learning differences

Teaching and taste
Value 
Who says 
Trickle down from what 
Ethics

Teaching
What do we teach art to be
Value a particular type of learning
Make it into business,  commodity
The way we are thought reflected in arts council and awards etc?
Where is value placed 
What skills are students meant to obtain
What criteria 
Is it moulded into the moe valued subjects
Tarring all art with one brush
Geared toward particular style of learning
Assess through word articulation why 



Problem questions:

How do we assess art?

Should we teach the arts as ‘degrees’ at ‘university’ or as courses at ‘colleges’ or ‘schools’ of art?

why were art schools transitioned into universities?

are these institutions the best places for the teaching and assessing of art?

how does art fit in to the mould of academic curriculum?

how must higher education courses be run to observe the Quality Code?

what are the rules for offering higher education qualification 

what are the alternatives?

Approach

look at theories on assessing and critiquing art
look at how art is assessed outside of the institution  e.g. arts council, prizes, critics
compare this to the mark scheme/ goals of ma choreography courses in uk

using choreography ma as a focus, see how 


